7 YEARS OF EDUS: MAIN ACHIEVEMENTS
40 CHILDREN

led successfully to mainstream education, some of them the best student in class now!
EARLY INTERVENTION

The first early Intervention, evidence-based service in the region (since 2011)
THE FIRST IN THE REGION:
WORK WITH CHILDREN AND PARENTS

Since 2010, through application of scientific methodology and intensive work, EDUS has helped development of over 500 children age 2-16 and education of their parents.
TRAINING OF PROFESSIONALS

Beside professionals who work in EDUS-MJEDENICA program, as a part of project with UNICEF, EDUS has trained professionals from all parts of BiH. (2010-2015), region (Montenegro, Serbia and Croatia) and Palestine.
ACHIEVEMENTS IN SCIENCE AND HIGH EDUCATION

Four scientific publications, 10 other publications, over thirty science papers presented on international conferences. The University of Parma, Italy, with which EDUS has a partnership agreement, has given two scholarships for two-year master program of EDUS professionals.
“LIGHT IT UP BLUE” ACTION

BiH joined the worldwide action of raising awareness of autism on 2 April (2014, 2015)
A BOOK, AN E-BOOK, A COMPUTER GAME

EXHIBITION “UNCHARTED TALENT”

The first art exhibition in the newly reconstructed Sarajevo Town Hall where artwork of talented children with disabilities was presented. (2014)
A THEATRE PLAY “THE WOLF IN LOVE”

The first inclusive theatre play for children in professional production (Aparat teatar- Belma Lizde- Kurt), performed in a professional theatre (SARTR)(2014)